Abstract. The quotient shapes of vectorial spaces are considered -algebraically and topologically, especially, of the normed spaces. In the algebraic case, all the shape classifications and the isomorphism classification coincide. However, in the general topological case and, especially, in the normed case, the quotient shape classifications are strictly coarser than the isomorphism classification.
Introduction
The shape theory (for compacta in the Hilbert cube) was founded by K. Borsuk, [1] . The theory was rapidly developed and generalized by many authors. The main references are [2] , [3] , [5] and, especially, [9] . Although, in general, founded purely categorically, a shape theory is mostly well known only as the (standard) shape theory of topological spaces with respect to spaces having homotopy types of polyhedra. The generalizations founded in [8] and [11] are, primarily, also on that line.
The quotient shape theory was recently introduced by the author, [10] . It is, of course, a kind of the general (abstract) shape theory, [9] , I. 2. However, it is possible and non-trivial, and can be straightforwardly developed for every concrete category C and for every infinite cardinal κ ≥ ℵ 0 . Concerning a shape of objects, in general, one has to decide which ones are "nice" absolutely and/or relatively (with respect to a chosen one). In this approach, the main principle reads as follows: An object is "nice" if it is isomorphic to a quotient object belonging to a special full subcategory and if it (its "basis") has cardinality less than (less than or equal to) a given infinite cardinal. It leads to the basic idea: to approximate a C-object X by a suitable inverse system consisting of its quotient objects X λ (and the quotient morphisms)
Preliminaries
We shall not repeat the construction of an abstract shape category given in [9] . Further, our category theory language follows [6] , while all necessary facts concerning ordinals and cardinals one can find in [4] , Chapter II. Nevertheless, we have to recall some indispensable notions and constructions which are introduced or exhibited in [10] .
Given a category pair (C, D), where D ⊆ C is full, and a cardinal κ, let D κ − (D κ ) denote the full subcategory of D determined by all the objects having cardinalities or, in some special cases, the cardinalities of "bases" less than (less or equal to) κ. By following the main principle, let (C, D κ − ) ((C, D κ )) be such a pair of concrete categories. If (a) every C-object (X, σ) admits a directed set R(X, σ, κ − ) ≡ Λ κ − (R(X, σ, κ) ≡ Λ κ ) of equivalence relations λ on X such that each quotient object (X/λ, σ λ ) has to belong to D κ − (D κ ), while each quotient morphism p λ : (X, σ) → (X/λ, σ λ ) has to belong to C; 
The identities and composition are obviously preserved. In the same way one defines the functor S κ .
Furthermore, since (X, σ) κ − is a subsystem of (X, σ) κ , one easily shows that there exists a functor
commutes. Moreover, an analogous functor
Generally, in the case of κ = ℵ 0 , the κ − -shape is said to be the finite (quotient) shape, because all the objects in the expansions are of finite (bases) cardinalities, and the category is denoted by Sh D0 (C) or by Sh 0 (C) ≡ Sh 0 only, whenever D = C.
We shall now apply this theory to each of the category C ∈ {V ect F , N V ect F , T V ect F } (with D = C) of vectorial spaces and appropriate linear functions, where N and T suggest a norm and a topology respectively.
The algebraic shapes of vectorial spaces
Given a field F , let V ect F denote the category of all vectorial spaces over F and all their linear functions. According to [10] , Section 12, we propose that every finite-dimensional vectorial space X is "nice", and if X is infinite-κ-dimensional, then every vectorial space (over the same field) having dimension less than κ is "nice comparing to" X. As usually, dim X = |B|, where B is an algebraic (Hamel) basis of X. For the sake of completeness, let us briefly recall the canonical construction and the main result of [10] , Section 12.
Let X ∈ Ob(V ect F ) and let {Z λ | λ ∈ Λ} be the set of all its subspaces
Then (Λ, ≤) is a poset, that is directed because of
For every λ ∈ Λ, put
to be the quotient vectorial space, and let
be the canonical projection, which is a linear function.
be the relating function, which is linear as well. Then,
In this way a certain inverse system X = (X λ , p λλ ′ , Λ) in V ect F is associated with X, as well as, a morphism p = (p λ ) : X → X of pro-V ect F such that all p λ and all p λλ ′ are (effective) epimorphisms. Since there exists λ * = max(Λ, ≤) = ∅ (corresponding to the trivial subspace Z λ * = {θ}), and X λ * ∼ = X, the system X is isomorphic (in pro-V ect F ) to the rudimentary system ⌊X⌋ of X. However, given an infinite cardinal κ, the restriction to the subset
, which is directed (it follows, in every detail, by Lemma 3.8 (iii) below; see also the proof of Theorem 4.2 below) as well, yields a morphism
Clearly, if κ > dim X, then p κ − is isomorphic to the rudimentary expansion ⌊1 X ⌋ of X, while κ ≥ dim X implies that p κ is isomorphic to the rudimentary expansion ⌊1 X ⌋ of X. We are to prove that
Proof. It suffices to verify condition (E1) for the p κ − and p κ ,
Let Y be any vectorial space (over the same field) such that dim Y < κ, and let f : X → Y be a linear function. Then the kernel N (f ) X and there exists a unique linear functionf :
In the κ-case, if κ ≥ dim X, then condition (E1) for p κ holds trivially; if κ < dim X, one can verify (E1) for p κ in the same way as for p κ − .
The next lemma establishes a general relationships between dim X and |X| -the cardinality of X.
Proof. First of all, observe that the following inequalities generally hold true:
where F(B) is the set of all finite subsets of B (a basis of X), and F 0 (F ) is the set of all ordered finite subsets of F . Namely, every x ∈ X is uniquely determined by a finite subset of B and an ordered finite subset of
holds. Since |X| ≥ max{|B| , |F |}, the second inequality in ( * ) becomes the equality ( * * ) |X| = max{dim X, |F |}. whenever |B| = dim X ≥ ℵ 0 or |F | ≥ ℵ 0 . Recall that |F | ≥ 2 holds true for every field F . Let us now prove the statements.
(i) Let dim X = n < ℵ 0 . Then X ∼ = F n , and thus,
(ii) Let dim X < |X|, where |F | ≤ dim X. Assume to the contrary, i.e., that dim X ≥ ℵ 0 . Then |B| = dim X = ∞, and, by ( * * ), dim X = max{dim X, |F |} = |X| , a contradiction. Statement (iii) follows by (i), while statement (iv) follows by (ii) and ( * * ).
As a consequence, for instance, dim(Z
n , for some n ∈ N, is generalized to dim X = ∞ in the following way.
Proof. Lemma 3.3 is a consequence of Lemma 3.2. Nevertheless, we provide a proof with needed details.
(i) Clearly, dim X = ℵ 0 if and only if, X (over F ) has an infinite countable basis. Since {e j | j ∈ N}, e j = (δ ij ), i ∈ N, is a basis of F N 0 ≡ ⊕ i∈N F i (the canonical one), the conclusion follows. Further, since F N 0 F N and F N cannot have a countable basis, the proven statement implies that dim
holds true for every F and every J. Namely, since |F | ≥ 2, given any well ordering on J, one can easily find a set
(The simplest way is to choose the well ordering that yields the subset of all limit ordinals having minimal cardinalities.) Therefore,
Hence, by GCH, either dim(
If J is a finite set, then the first possibility occurs. We claim that the converse also holds. In order to do it, we have to prove that dim(F J ) < κ = ∞ implies |J| < κ = ∞, or equivalently, that for every n ∈ N and every J n such that
The proof is by induction on n ∈ N. The basic step n = 1, i.e., κ = ℵ 0 , is proven in the proof of claim (ii). Given an n ∈ N, assume that, for all κ
. Now, assume to the contrary, i.e., that dim(F Jn+1 ) = |J n+1 | = ℵ n . Then, by the inductive assumption,
which completes the proof.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3 is, for instance, that the vectorial space R over Q is isomorphic to Q N and contains a countable-dimensional subspace isomorphic to the direct sum
Lemma 3.4. Let X be a vectorial space over a field F , let X n be the finite direct product of n copies X i ≡ X, i = 1, . . . , n ∈ N, let X N = ⊓ i∈N X i be the countable infinite product of X i and let X N 0
X
N be the countable infinite sum of X i , i ∈ N. Let, for every n ∈ N and every related pair n ≤ n ′ in N,
be the projections onto the first n factors respectively, while
be the embeddings into the first n factors. Then the morphism
(of pro-V ect F ) is the inverse limit in the category V ect F , while the morphism
Proof. The projections π nn ′ and π n are linear functions. Since the com-
, are obviously fulfilled, it remains to verify the universal property. Let Y be a vectorial space over F and let, for each n ∈ N, a linear function
Further, for every n and every i, f
Since the codomain is a direct product space, it follows that g = (
In the dual situation, σ nn ′ and σ n are linear functions, and σ n ′ n ′′ σ nn ′ = σ nn ′′ and σ n ′ σ nn ′ = σ n , n ≤ n ′ ≤ n ′′ , hold by definitions. Let us verify the universal property. Let Y be a vectorial space over F and let, for each n ∈ N, a linear function u n :
, the function u is well defined and linear, and uσ n = u n , n ∈ N, obviously holds. Suppose that v :
In the case of a finite-dimensional X, i.e., X ∼ = F m and X N = ⊓ i∈N (F m ) i , for some m ∈ {0} ∪ N, the limit from above is isomorphic to
Namely, the former one is cofinal in the later. One readily sees that the limit π :
Proof. According to Lemma 3.3, the only non-trivial cases to prove
and µ < µ ′ imply the strictly increasing finite dimension. Let us assume to the contrary, i.e., that there exists an isomorphism
Since the (finite) dimension of terms in systems is increasing and unbounded, φ[M 0 ] ⊆ Λ 0 has to be cofinal. Observe that Λ 0 > M 0 = ∞ implies that the function φ misses almost all (with respect to the cardinality Λ 0 ) λ ∈ Λ 0 . Now, given a linear g : essentially depending on g ) is needed to obtain the unique factorization (E1) of f through p 0 f . It is clear that the family of all such linear functions g does not admit a certain morphism of the considered inverse systems. Consequently, p 0 f cannot be an expansion of F N -a contradiction.
Remark 3.6. According to Lemma 3.3, the above results can be (algebraically) generalized to arbitrary direct products and sums in the following way: Let F be a field, let J be a set of cardinality |J| = κ ≥ ℵ 0 and let F j = F for every j ∈ J. Let us well order J by choosing the well ordering ≤ that yields the subset of all limit ordinals having minimal cardinality. Consider the direct product Notice that a (V ect F ) κ − -expansion and a (V ect F ) κ -expansion of X depend on dim X only. Therefore, though there exist the various (quotient) shapes Sh κ − (X) and Sh κ (X) of a vectorial space X and the shape morphism sets are richer than the linear function sets, all the (quotient) shape classifications on V ect F and the isomorphisms classification coincide. Namely, the appropriate sets of subspaces of X are needed only. So the conclusion for V ect F is quite similar to that for the category Set (see [10] , Theorem 4.7). Thus the classification result is as follows.
Theorem 3.7. For every pair of vectorial spaces X, Y over a field F , the following statements are equivalent:
Proof. According to well known facts (see also the proof of Theorem 3.5), it suffices to verify that (i) implies (v) in the infinite-dimensional case. Let X and Y be infinite-dimensional vectorial spaces over the same field F , and let Sh 0 (X) = Sh 0 (Y ). This means that the inverse systems X 0 and Y 0 in the canonical expansions p 0 : X → X 0 and q 0 : Y → Y 0 of X and Y , respectively, are isomorphic objects of pro-(V ect F ) 0 . Recall that this construction includes every subspace of the maximal dimension (which is infinite) having a finite codimension. Thus, it fully and only depends on the dimension of a space. Consequently,
We finish this section with the following lemma (needed in the sequel). 
is a finite linear combination of some elements e j of B (with coefficients from the field). Let
be the subset of all such elements e j of B (for all τ ∈ T 1 ). Then
and we may put
In the case of dim X > κ and dim W 1 ≤ κ, the proof goes in the same manner.
(
As before, every u τ is a finite linear combination of some elements e j of B. Put
to be the subset of all such elements e j of B (for all τ ∈ T 2 ). Since W 2 X is a non-trivial subspace, it follows that B ′′ ⊆ B is a proper subset,
In the case of dim X > κ and dim X/W 2 ≤ κ, the proof goes in the same way.
then the statement holds trivially. Assume that
that completes the proof of the statement (iii) in this case. In the case of dim X > κ and dim X/W 2 ≤ κ, the proof is quite similar.
Observe that there is no finite-dimensional analogue of Lemma 3.8.
The quotient shapes of topological vectorial spaces
In this section, we consider the quotient shapes in the category of topological vectorial spaces over a topologized field F and their continuous linear functions -T V ect F , and, especially (for a few particular fields), the quotient shapes in the category of normed vectorial spaces -N V ect F , which is a full subcategory of T V ect F . Recall that a topological vectorial space X over (a topologized field) F is an ordered pair (V, T ), where V is a vectorial space over F and T is a topology on V such that the operations + : X × X → X, + (x, y) = x + y, and
are continuous with respect to the direct product topologies on X × X and F ×X respectively. Usually or very often, one asks for the additional condition that T has to be a Hausdorff (T 2 ) topology, and in that case the topology on F has to be Hausdorff too. In such a case, let the special notation for the corresponding category be T 2 V ect F .
A normed vectorial space X over F ∈ {Q, R, C} is an ordered pair (V, ∥·∥), also denoted by (X, ∥·∥), where V is a vectorial space over F and ∥·∥ : V → R is a norm (satisfying the well-known conditions). Equivalently, a normed vectorial space X over F ∈ {Q, R, C} is a topological vectorial space (V, T d ), over F carrying the euclidean topology, such that T d is the metric topology induced by a given norm ∥·∥ on V , i.e.,
Usually, one takes F ∈ {R, C} only, and speaks about a real or complex normed space. However, in our general consideration, there is no reason for excluding the case F = Q. (Clearly, a normed X over Q cannot be a Banach space.)
Let κ ≥ ℵ 0 be an infinite cardinal, and let (T V ect F ) κ − and (N V ect F ) κ − ((T V ect F ) κ and (N V ect F ) κ ) be the full subcategory of T V ect F and N V ect F , respectively, determined by all the objects having the algebraic dimension less than (less than or equal to) κ. We shall begin with the special case.
4.1. The normed case. As we mentioned before, in this subsection we assume that F ∈ {Q, R, C} carrying the euclidean topology. The category N V ect F of all normed vectorial spaces and their continuous linear functions is a very special full subcategory of T V ect F . Recall that a (normed) quotient space of a normed vectorial space X asks for a closed subspace Z X. Then the "quotient" norm on the quotient vectorial space X/Z is defined by
First of all, we have to prove that every infinite-dimensional normed vectorial space X contains "sufficiently many" proper closed subspaces Z such that dim Z = dim X and the dimension of an (every) algebraic direct complement is less than dim X, i.e., dim(X/Z) < dim X. 
Observe that (Λ, ≤) is directed. Indeed, for every pair λ, λ 
Finally, by the general theory and our construction, the restriction
The following corollary is a consequence of some general facts.
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to prove the statements in the case κ = ℵ 0 . (i) Since X is finite-dimensional, ⌊1 X ⌋ : X → ⌊X⌋ is a rudimentary finitedimensional (and a rudimentary κ − -and κ-, for every κ ≥ ℵ 0 ) expansion of (V ect F ) . Therefore, by Theorem 3.7, dim X = dim Y . Corollary 4.3 (ii) shows that the quotient shape classifications of normed vectorial spaces might be strictly coarser than the isomorphism classification. In order to avoid general quotient linear morphisms (in some important cases) and to construct a desired example, we firstly need the next definition and lemma (see also Remark 3.6). We also need the following important consequence of the proof of Theorem 4.2.
The same holds in the κ-case.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 4.2, for every λ ∈ Λ κ − , the quotient functions p λ and q λ coincide, and they are continuous and open. Since ∥·∥ ′ λ and ∥·∥ λ are equivalent, λ ∈ Λ κ − , it follows that
is an (N V ect F ) κ − -expansion of X and 1 V : X → Y is continuous, the factorization property for q κ − follows by (E1) of p κ − . Therefore, q κ − is an (N V ect F ) κ − -expansion of Y (having the same inverse system X κ − ). The proof of the κ-case works in the same manner.
In order to obtain a non-trivial example, we firstly introduce an auxiliary notion. 
Question. Is every norm on every V F J monotone (F ∈ {Q, R, C})? j] . Suppose that the vectorial space F J admits a norm ∥·∥ which is monotone. Then, for every j ∈ J, there exists a norm ∥·∥ j on the vectorial space F j such that the projection
is an open continuous epimorphism. Furthermore, for every related pair j ≤ j ′ in J, the projection
is an open continuous epimorphism as well. The same holds true for the direct
Proof. Given a j ∈ J, let the vectorial subspace
because ∥·∥ is monotone. Now, given any ε > 0, it follows that
This proves that p ′ j is continuous at the null-vector θ. Since p ′ j is a linear function, the continuity of p ′ j follows. Further, let an r > 0 be given, and let B(θ, r) be the r-ball in (F J , ∥·∥) at θ. We are to prove that
it follows that x ∈ Bj(θ, r), and thus, p 
We are to prove that all the normed spaces C p [a, b] have the same finite quotient shape. Firstly, by the well-known Jensen's inequality φ(
(φ -a convex function, f (t) ≥ 0), the following inequality holds true:
We shall prove it, for instance, in the technically simplest case, i.e., for a = 0 and b = 1.
and hence, ∥x∥ p ≤ ∥x∥ p ′ . Consequently, the identity function
(or, especially, Schauder) basis cannot bring any essential benefit, except some technical simplifications.
(b) Since the quotient space of a Banach space by a closed subspace is again a Banach space, there are the quotient shape theories for Banach spaces which yield non-trivial classifications as well. Further, the same holds for normed algebras, because they are preserved by quotients with respect to the closed both sides ideals.
Quite similarly to Example 4.8, the next example holds as well. 
F
N be the direct sum of F i ≡ F . Consider, for every 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, the well known norm ∥·∥ p , i.e.,
4.2.
The general case. Let X = (V, T ) be a topological vectorial space over F and let Z = (W, T |W ) X be a vectorial and topological subspace of X.
be the corresponding quotient in V ect F . Let V /W carry the quotient topology T (p) with respect to T and the projection p. We are to prove that (V /W, T (p)) is a topological vectorial space over F , which is called the quotient topological vectorial space of X by Z, denoted by X/Z, and that linear epimorphism
is continuous and open. In the case of a T 2 -topological vectorial space X, a subspace Z has to be closed. However, we do not know whether that necessary condition is also sufficient for a T 2 -topology on X/Z. Thus, we shall hereby consider the quotient shapes in the most general case only. 
the quotient topology (with respect to T and p λ ).
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, (V ect F ) κ − and (V ect F ) κ are pro-reflective subcategories of V ect F . Let X ∈ Ob(T V ect F ) and let
be the algebraic (quotient, see Theorem 3.1) (V ect F ) κ − -expansion and (V ect F ) κ -expansion of the (underlying) vectorial space X respectively. (We have written X, X λ instead of V , V λ because the word "algebraic" and notation V ect F cause no ambiguity!). Now, by assuming the quotient topology on each X λ (with respect to p λ of X), the linear epimorphisms p λλ ′ are continuous too. Further, Lemma 4.11 implies that p κ − and p κ are morphisms of pro-(T V ect F ) κ − and pro-(T V ect F ) κ respectively. We need verify the expansion factorization property (E1), i.e., we have to prove the continuity of The same holds in the κ-case.
Proof. Observe that
is the same (algebraic) (V ect F ) κ − -expansion of both X and Y , (i.e., an expansion of V ). Further, the quotient topologies T λ and S λ , λ ∈ Λ κ − , coincide. Thus the conclusion immediately follows by Theorem 4.12. Corollaries 4.13 and 4.14 (ii) show that the quotient shape classifications of topological vectorial spaces should be strictly coarser than the isomorphism (linear homeomorphism) classification. Here is the simplest general example.
Example 4.15. Let F be a field carrying the discrete topology, and let X = (F N , T ) be the countable direct product space of F i = F (i.e., T is the product topology that is not discrete). Then (F N , T ) is a topological vectorial space because, for every n ∈ N, 
